Applying steganography for the images like JPEG is not straight forward process due to its lossy compression. The objective of this paper is to carry out a brief research on steganography. Based on the research findings, develop and implement a steganographic application to hide data in a computer image file, as well as retrieve the hidden data from the image containing the hidden data and improving the hiding capacity by encrypting and compressing the data.
Introduction
The purpose of steganography is to hide messages in innocent looking carriers. The purpose is to achieve security and privacy by masking the very presence of communication. Historically, the first steganographic techniques included invisible writing using special inks or chemicals. It was also fairly common to hide messages in text. By recovering the first letters from words or sentences of some innocent looking text, a secret message was communicated. Today, it seems natural to use binary files with certain degree of irrelevancy and redundancy to hide data. Digital images, videos, and audio tracks are ideal for this purpose.
The subject of steganography has been brought into limelight by several intelligence agencies and the news media in recent times following some terrorist attack all around the globe. It has been alleged that these terrorists, apart from using state of the art communication technologies and media, are using cryptography as well as steganography to aid themselves with their objectives.
Despite the sins steganography carries due to some cynical comments by some people, it can be put to good use. We all need privacy, that is the reason most of us prefer sending a letter in an envelop instead of a postcard. Cryptography has aided us to turn intelligible data into gibberish data to disappoint the prying eyes of nosy people. However, some countries disallow use of cryptography. Cryptographic text can quite easily be
Objectives
The objective of this paper is to carry out a brief research on steganography. Based on the research findings, develop and implement a steganographic application to hide data (other files containing images, text, etc.) in a computer image file. There are lots of steganographic programs available. A few of them are excellent in every respect, especially the non-freeware programs. Unfortunately, most of them lack usable interfaces, or contain too many bugs, or unavailability of a program for other operating systems.
Image formats

Graphics Interchange Format (GIF)
GIF was developed by CompuServe back in 1987 to display color images. Although present day computers can display millions of colors, graphics hardware back then could only display this amount of colors. Although GIF is not suitable for displaying color real world photographs for modern day video cards and monitors capable of displaying millions of colors, it is still excellent for graphics. GIF uses a lossless compression scheme called LZW which accounts for its small size. It has a color table (palette) which can contain up to a maximum of 256 colors. Each pixel of the image maps to the color entries in this table. If the exact color is not in the table, the pixel points to the color with the closest match. Due to the color limitation, GIF can be very poor for displaying photographs; JPEG performs really well for photographs, and on most occasions, the ideal choice. Alongside JPEG, GIF is the most popular image formats on the Internet. 
JPEG Image Compression
Appling the steganography for the images like JPEG is not straight forward process due to its lossy compression. That's why JPEG steganography software is very rare. There is plenty of software around that can hide data in BMP images. Unfortunately, BMP pictures are not widely used or exchanged, unlike JPEG. So both techniques are going in opposite directions. The more you compress, the more difficult it is to find room to hide data.
The JPEG image compression standard has become an important tool in the creation and manipulation of digital images. The primary algorithm underlying this standard is executed in several stages. In the first stage, the image is converted from RGB format to a video-based encoding format in which the grayscale (luminance) and color (chrominance) information are separated. Such a distribution is desirable because grayscale information contributes more to perceptual image quality than does color information, due to the fact that the human eye uses grayscale information to detect boundaries. Color information can be dispersed across boundaries without noticeable loss of image quality. Thus, from a visual standpoint, it is acceptable to discard more of the color information than grayscale information, allowing for a greater compression of digital images.
In the second stage, the luminance and chrominance information are each transformed from the spatial domain into the frequency domain. This process consists of dividing the luminance and chrominance information into square (typically 8 x 8) blocks and applying a two-dimensional Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) to each block. The ideal Discrete Cosine Transform is of the form.
The cosine-transform converts each block of spatial information into an efficient frequency space representation that is better suited for compression. Specifically, the transform produces an array of coefficients for real-valued basis functions that represent each block of data in frequency space. The magnitude of the DCT coefficients exhibits a distinct pattern within the array, where transform coefficients corresponding to the lowest frequency basis functions usually have the highest magnitude and are the most perceptually significant.
Similarly, cosine transform coefficients corresponding to the highest frequency basis functions usually have the lowest magnitude and are the least perceptually significant.
In the third stage, each block of DCT coefficients is subjected to a process of quantization, wherein grayscale and color information are discarded. Each cosine transform coefficient is divided by its corresponding element in a scaled quantization matrix, and the resulting numerical value is rounded. Basically the process is.
The default quantization matrices for luminance and chrominance are specified in the JPEG standard, and were designed in accordance with a model of human perception.
The scale factor of the quantization matrix directly affects the amount of image compression, and the lossy quality of JPEG compression arises as a direct result of this quantization process. Quantizing the array of cosine transform coefficients is designed to eliminate the influence of less perceptually significant basis functions. The transform coefficients corresponding to these less significant basis functions are typically very small to begin with, and the quantization process reduces them to zeros in the resulting quantized coefficient array. As a result, the array of quantized DCT coefficients will contain a large number of zeros, a factor that is employed in the next stage to deliver significant data compression.
In the fourth stage, a process of run-length encoding is applied to each block of quantized cosine transform coefficients. A zigzag pattern is employed in the run-length encoding scheme to exploit the number of consecutive zeros that occur in each block. The zigzag pattern is as follows. The zigzag pattern progresses from low-frequency to high-frequency terms. Because the high-frequency terms are the ones most likely to be eliminated in the quantization stage, any run-length encoded block will typically contain at least one large run of zeros at the end. Thus, the amount of space required to represent each block can be substantially reduced by representing a run of zeros as (0, n), where n is the number of zeros occurring in the run. In the fifth and final stage, the resulting data may be further compressed through a loss-less process of Huffman coding. The resulting compressed data may then be written to the computer hard drive in a file for efficient storage and transfer.
Design
Hiding the data in the images merely hides the data. Anyone can use the program to retrieve the hidden data from the image. The message would be encrypted using a secure cryptographic algorithm before hiding it in the image. The user would be able to choose whether to encrypt the hidden data using a passphrase If encryption is used, it would be done after the message to be hidden is compressed using ZIP. The reason being encrypted text is random, and so the encrypted text would not be highly compressible, defeating the purpose of the compression functionality of the system. Another reason is a ZIP file is easily recognizable, as it have identifiable headers and EOF markers. Encryption would turn this into random garbage text which would not be easy to detect.
Hiding using end of file method
In this method, the insertion technique after the EOF marker of the image would be employed. This method would be used to hide data in both GIF and JPEG images. For this method, there would be no restriction for the number of bytes that can be hidden.
JPEG images have an EOF marker of two bytes having the hex values FF D9, and GIF images have a value of 00 B3. In order to hide a message, the data that is to be hidden would be written after the EOF markers. A fake appropriate EOF marker for the image would be added at the end of the hidden message to fool any steganalyst. The steganalyst would not suspect the image ending with the usual EOF marker.
Retrieving the hidden data from the image would be done by searching for the fist original EOF marker for that image, the data after that would be copied in a different file until the fake EOF is encountered at the end of the file. 
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Hiding using Matrix embedding method
Instead of overwriting bits, it decrements the coefficient's absolute values in case their LSB does not match -except coefficients with the value zero, where we can not decrement the absolute value. Hence, we do not use zero coefficients steganographically. The LSB of nonzero coefficients match the secret message after embedding, but we did not overwrite bits, because the Chi-square test can easily detect such changes. So we can hope that no steps will occur in the distribution.
Some embedded bits fall victim to shrinkage. Shrinkage accrues every time when we decrements the absolute value of 1 and −1 producing a 0. The receiver cannot distinguish a zero coefficient that is steganographically unused, from a 0 produced by shrinkage. It skips all zero coefficients. Therefore, the sender repeatedly embeds the affected bit since he notices when he produces a zero. If we simply ignore the shrinkage, the superior number of even coefficients disappears. Unfortunately the receiver gets only fragments of the message in this case. The application of an error-correcting code like hamming code could possibly solve the problem.
In many cases, an embedded message does not require the full capacity (if it fits). Therefore, a part of the file remains unused. Some well-known steganographic algorithms scatter the message over the whole carrier medium. Many of them have a bad time complexity. They get slower if we try to exhaust the steganographic capacity completely.
Straddling is easy, if the capacity of the carrier medium is known exactly. However, we can not predict the
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The straddling mechanism used here shuffles all coefficients using a permutation first. Then, we embed into the permuted sequence. The shrinkage does not change the number of coefficients (only their values). The permutation depends on a key derived from a password. This method delivers the steganographically changed coefficients in its original sequence to the Huffman coder. With the correct key, the receiver is able to repeat the permutation. The permutation has linear time complexity O(n). The following example shows what happened in detail. We want to embed two bits x1, x2 in three modifiable bit places a1, a2, a3 changing one place at most. We may encounter these four cases:
In all four cases we do not change more than one bit. In general, we have a code word a with n modifiable bit places for k secret message bits x. Let f be a hash function that extracts k bits from a code word. Matrix encoding enables us to find a suitable modified code word a' for every a and x with x = f(a'), such that the Hamming distance.
d(a, a') ≤ dmax We denote this code by an ordered triple (dmax, n, k): a code word with n places will be changed in not more than dmax places to embed k bits.
Bellow Table gives the dependencies between the message bits Xi and the changed bit places a'j. We assign the dependencies with the "binary coding" of j to column a'j. So we can determine the hash function very fast. So in general we find the bit place.
That we have to change. The changed code word results in
We can find an optimal parameter k for every message to embed and every carrier medium providing sufficient capacity, so that the message just fits into the carrier medium.
Conclusion
We have explored the limits of steganographic theory and practice. Steganographic techniques can be used to hide data within digital images with little or no visible change in the perceived appearance of the image and can be exploited to export sensitive information. Since images are frequently compressed for storage or transmission, effective steganography must employ coding techniques to counter the errors caused by lossy compression algorithms. The Joint Photographic Expert Group (JPEG) compression algorithm, while producing only a small amount of visual distortion, introduces a relatively large number of errors in the bitmap data. It is shown that, despite errors caused by compression, information can be steganographically encoded into pixel data so that it is recoverable after JPEG processing, though not with perfect accuracy.
